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Security has been narrowly defined as power politics and wrongly equated to national security 

taking the physical survival of the state as its prior defining element. Traditionally, security has 

been exclusively defined as state’s ability to survive and prosper in the self-help anarchic 

international system. State’s security threats were viewed external in their origin and militaristic in 

their nature. The instruments of defense were military capabilities, and wars were considered to be 

fought outside the jurisdiction of the state. In this regard states were considered as the only referent 

object for and provider of security and the other non-state actors were neglected as marginal units. 

Therefore, national security was defined as phenomenon of war: focusing on the threat, use and 

control of military force.  

However, the end of the Cold War served as a major blow to the traditional schools and led to the 

emergence of alternative voices within the security studies calling for widening and deepening of 

the subject. The critical schools thus called for horizontal inclusions of threats (both military and 

non-military) that could emerge both from outside and inside of the state and instigated by state 

and non-state actors. The critical schools also called for vertical actors’ redefinition of referent 

objects for security to include non-state actors mainly human beings and their well-being. 

According to this school (mainly the deepening) states not only be the referent and providers of 

security but also could be source of threats to their citizens. 

At the heart of security conception, national security remains a prominent concept that wrongly 

and interchangeably equated with the physical survival of the state and the state was considered as 

an agent of violence relying on the principle of war makes state. However, following the Cold war 

the idea of national security became much broader than its traditional militaristic conception 

involving a number of actors and the emerging symmetric and asymmetric threats instigating by 

state and non-state actors. According to the new security approaches the major threats to national 

security are emanating from within the state, though external threats are existential but could be 
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easily deterred if there is strong internal integrity, i.e. agreed consensus on the idea of the state by 

all responsible actors.              

The narrow ideas of the traditional approaches were also related to their blurred outlooks regarding 

national security, state security and regime security. Indeed, priority was given to state and regime 

security but national security was/is used as a cover-up to state and regime security which in turn 

weakly served the core idea of national security; “the idea of the state” (Buzan, 1991:165) 

defined by the nation it consists of and its organizing ideology. National security is a protracted 

and arduous idea to the nation-builders, policy makers and citizens at large. One of the major 

reasons is the failure to cultivate and build consensus on the idea of the state because nation-

builders reduced the idea of national security simply to protections of the physical expressions 

(population and territory) of the state and the existing regimes. 

As Buzan (1991) correctly defined, national security is basically about building an integrative and 

inclusive agreement on the idea of the state by those who are claiming as nation-builders and 

citizens of the state through realistically establishing an imagined community (idea of nation and 

its organizing ideology).The idea of the state is thus the pillar to national security supported by 

defensive physical base and institutional expression of the state. It is the idea of the state that most 

states and nation-builders lack to correctly define and to mobilize their followers. 

Most states are multi-ethnic nations. However, taking the history of nation-building strategies and 

national security challenges, nation-builders tend to ideally frame their strategies of achieving the 

“ideal nation-state” system without taking into account the objective realities of multi-nation 

diversity and trans-border ties with their neighbouring states. Failing to grasp the existential 

realities and appropriately framing mobilizing ideas of cultivating and strengthening an integrative 

consensus on the nature of state that accommodate the interests of its builders are common 

problems of states, which in turn, negatively affected the national security of the state. 

Cognizant of this, since the African states are creations of colonialism and were negligent of the 

historical evolutions and ethnic compositions, the post-independent nation-builders therefore 

inherited the protracted and conflictual nation-building process. The decolonized states emerged as 

“part-nation-states” (Buzan, 1991:74) sharing the same ethnic groups with their neighbours. 
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The problem with “part-nation state” is ethnic groups living on the other side of the border are 

made to be minority and the nation-builders of the process of becoming(states which are not full-

fledged) designed their strategies of reintegrating ethnic groups on the other side of border as 

mobilizing instrument and eventual formation of relevant other of the nation-building process. This 

strategy is inherently conflictual and basically based on the traditional nationally security 

conceptions; threats are external (siege mentality) in their origin, militaristic in their nature, and 

national security depends on forming relevant and significant other. Moreover such a national 

security is natural vulnerable to secession- irredentist obsession that weaken the very idea of 

national security. 

The failure to build strong idea of nation-state and national security is further complicated by late 

entrance to nation-state system and early stage of nation-building process that constrains the 

nation-builder to achieve legitimacy in the eyes of their society. Besides the simultaneous and 

contingent nature of nation-building process also served the nation-builders to externalize the 

process and focus on fluid alliances as well as mutual interventions to counterbalance the 

exaggerated external threats encouraged by geopolitical problems. This is further aggravated by 

the attempts of nation-builders to formulate their strategies of state making on the idea of war 

makes state, and their preoccupations with war making, expansion and resource extraction as 

means of state making in hurry. 

Therefore, the national security challenges that new states facing are, on one hand, the results of 

externalizing and overemphasizing on externally incoming threats and hence securitization and 

militarization of the process. On the other hand, failure to cultivate, strengthen and build an 

integrative consensus on the idea of the state. This is further complicated by imposition unrealistic 

nation building approaches and policies which ultimately results in winner-loser complex and 

negation of the core idea of the state as of not reflecting their interests. 

Eritrean national security challenges are part of the broader African security challenge; forming 

and building decolonized nation-state system and neutralizing the colonial induced differences 

through forging mobilizing principles of commonly colonized and oppressed people, and 

ultimately forming new colonially created territorial identities. In line with this, today’s Eritrean 

nation-building and state-making challenges are basically the results of divergent conceptions of 
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the idea of Eritreanism that traces back to post Italian periods and the subsequent developments of 

divergent strategies of framing the future Eritrea and Eritreanism. 

Most literatures and informants indicated that the half a century Italian rule did not have a 

substantial impact on the Eritrean identity formation. Even though the Italians boasted the 

economic well being of Eritrean in relation to Ethiopian and able to elevate the Moslim Eritrean to 

the parity with the Christian Eritrean, it was not effective in forming new identity and western 

types of elites to lead the post colonial nation-building process. The highlanders who were 

considered relatively political conscious, due to their access to the state system, were still with 

their pro-Ethiopian ties and demanded unconditional union with Ethiopia. With regard to Moslim 

lowlanders, the Italian colonial rule was effective only in ensuring the parity with the Christian 

highlanders in which the former was previously marginalized groups under the Ethiopian state 

system but failed to form collective idea of Eritreanism. The parity system however laid the basis 

to the later politicization of Moslim/Christian, lowlander/highlander dichotomies of Eritrean 

politics and defining feature of Eritrean nationalism. 

There is also a common agreement on the idea that Eritrean identity consciousness begun to 

surface onto the Eritrean political spectrum during the British period. The British in their attempt 

to prepare the Eritreans to decide their future allowed freedom of speech and association, and as a 

result the Eritreans began to structure and define their future state.  

The 1946 Bet giorgies conference was the first historically noticed intra-Eritrean gathering to 

debate on their future and determine their identity consciousness. However, the conference ended 

up without agreement due to the divergent and opposite views of the existing groups on the idea of 

future Eritrean state and Eritreanism. 

The divergent outlooks were reflected in the organizations of the contending groups and their 

mobilizations. Most the Moslim lowlanders were organized around the Moslim League and 

claimed independence of Eritrea on the basis of anticipatory fear and mistrust that the union would 

bring oppression under autocratic and Christian Ethiopia. Conversely, most of the Christian 

highlanders were organized under the unionists on the basis of anticipatory hope that the union 

would bring dignity and freedom. And the remaining political groups were in between the two 
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major organizations. From this, possible to infer, that the absence of agreed consensus on the idea 

of the state and the endemic natures of the highland/lowland, Christian/Moslim dichotomies in 

Eritrean politics in which the establishment of inclusive Eritreanism require to properly integrate 

these realities .             

Failing to provide agreed solution to their future destiny made the Eritrean case to be decided from 

outside through federation that was not in their political vocabulary. One major result of the 

federation, however, was the internationalization of the Eritrean issues and elevation of Eritrean 

consciousness as the federation gave them an autonomous status that had never been achieved 

before. The federation also recognized that the existential natures of the Moslim/Christian, lowland 

/highland division of Eritrean politics which was reflected through equal representations of 

Moslim and Christian in the parliament and other governance structures. More importantly, Arabic 

and Tigrigna were entitled equal status and still remain as symbols of inclusion or exclusion.  

The armed struggle for independence started in 1961 on the eve of the abrogation of the federation. 

It was the continuation of the Moslim dissatisfaction with the federation because they used it as 

transitional instrument to their stated end; independence. The abrogation of the federation was thus 

pretext and did not mobilize all Eritreans including the larger segments of Christian highlanders 

who lately joined it due to the failures of Ethiopian government to peacefully contain the 

highlanders. 

The formative years of the armed struggle was largely dominated by Moslim lowlanders and their 

organizing ideology was based on sectarian Islamic pro-Arab nationalism modelled after the 

Algerian zonal divisions of the field areas. The early years of the armed struggle was characterized 

by intra and inter-parties conflicts based on religion, region ,ideology and personal rivalry  that 

negatively affected the democratic nature of the struggle and sown the seeds of political culture of 

mistrust and intolerance. The underlying reason was the sectarian nationalism and xenophobic 

attitudes of ELF towards the highlanders who were considered as defectors of independence 

question because of their Abyssinian ties and latecomers to the armed struggle only after they were 

frustrated by the acts of the Ethiopian governments 
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The conflicts within the ELF finally resulted in the formation of the EPLF and redefinition of 

Eritrean nationalism. The EPLF defined Eritrean nationalism as territorial nationalism on the basis 

of common history of colonial oppression as opposed to sectarian nationalism of the ELF. But the 

EPLF nationalism was controlled, dominated, and aimed at homogenizing the existential 

differences through melting down into single identity under the principle of “Hade Hizbi-Hade 

Libi”. This was partially due to the legacies of civil wars between the EPLF and ELF and its 

subsequent mistrust and intolerance. It also viewed that the controlled nationalism was basically 

due to the fragile and opposite strategies on the idea of Eritreanism and their future state.  

In doing so the EPLF, even if it was able to rally the Eritrean populace to the stated cause: 

independence of Eritrea from Ethiopian colonialism, was also accused of eliminating internal 

opponent views through undemocratic means that later contributed to their own challenge to the 

post war nation-building process and reconciliation. 

The post independence nation-building process from above under the theme of “Hade-Hizbi, Hade 

Libi” was the continuation of the war induced mobilization and xenophobic attitudes. The postwar 

national rhetoric was also based on assumptions of war makes state and the military invincibility of 

Eritreans who achieved their independence by defeating the leader of the regional “hegemonic” 

state and its super power allies. However, the rhetoric of “One People One Heart” is criticized as 

the reflections of the wrong assumptions and exclusionist politics of EPLF/PFDJ to undermine the 

diversity and the unique feature of Eritrea’s political dichotomies of highland/lowland or 

Christian/Muslim. It also reflects the weak and sectarian legacies of the opposition parties and the 

totalitarian evolution of the EPLF/PFDJ resulted from the traumas of civil-wars. Hence, the nation-

building policy from above is a continued attempt to form new identity through continuously 

projecting internal and external enemies, this in turn, indicated that  the under-establishment of the 

idea of Eritrean state. 

The  post independence policies were  also reflections of the fragility of Eritrean idea of the state 

as indicated in the naming of the state itself; “the State of Eritrea”, in which there are very few 

states named in this way, and hence the idea of the Eritrean state is still under institutionalized and 

encircled. In line with this, the government introduced active national military service with the 

objective of building modern defense, forging single national identity using Sawa as melting-pot 
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and inter-generation integration between Yikaalo( able-guerrilla  generation) and Warsay(-inherit  

the new Eritrean generation)  . The national service, however, resulted in securitization of all 

sectors, militarization of Eritrean generations and over-politicization of the nation-building and 

state making process. The net effect of such policies together with euphoria of liberation victory 

was conflictual relations with all its neighbours and culminated in the devastative Ethio-Eritrean 

war of 1998-2000. 

The war born state of Eritrea thus could not sustain during peace time as it has no unique ethnic 

group but an all round trans-border ties that makes Eritrea an all round “part-nation-state” 

subjected to incoming influences from its neighbours particularly Ethiopia and Sudan.  The 

ultimately impacts of such incoming influences from Ethiopia and Sudan could be the 

revitalization of the idea of Stephen Longrigg that Eritreans are much more similar to their 

neighbours. Eritrea’s war with all its neighbours therefore is basically to create artificial 

boundaries through wars so that to erect new identity based on self-reliance. 

The idea of self-reliance also indicates that the enclave nature of Eritrean identity that was not 

established on free flow of ideas and debates as well as organic evolutions but rather on depiction 

of internal and external othering which  could not freely interact with neighbours and peacefully 

build the idea of Eritreanism. Accordingly the war based Eritrean identity could only survive, 

either through forming fragile and weak neighbours and internal power contenders, or strong but 

undemocratic state which could serve and sustain the founding principle of Eritrean state, encircled 

by imperialist and expansionist state of Ethiopia and Islamic state of Sudan. 

 Eritrea’s last war, the Ethio-Eritrean war resulted in wider repercussions to the current Eritrean 

national security and the formation and evolution of Eritrean ideas of the state. The war was 

inevitable to the post war nation-building and state-making process as it measured the pace of the 

nation-building process and peace time Eritrean identity cohesion as well as the capability to 

overcome peacetime state-making challenges. The war was also the last check-up to the inter-

Eritrean generational transition between the old generation–Yikaalo, and the new generation-

Warsay, and the climax projection of the Eritrean military invincibility in the Horn of Africa 

through “re-defeating” the regional power; Ethiopia, so that ultimately to reconfigure the regional 

power structure and leadership, and finally make a reality the Singapore of Africa. 
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Regrettably, the war resulted in un-intended devastative repercussions to the national security of 

Eritrea. In the first place, the war ended the military invincibility of Eritrea that evolved from the 

liberation wars and reinstall the incapability of Eritrea to balance and restructure the regional 

balancer role of Ethiopia and its historically established diplomatic muscle. The war also exposed 

the ill-defined foreign policy and guerrilla adventurist relationships of Eritrea to the outside world. 

This was basically evolved from leadership mistrust and sense of betrayal by the regional 

(OAU/AU) and international organizations (UN) and states (superpowers) in support of Ethiopia.  

The idea of self-reliance as a major pillar of foreign policy of Eritrea is thus the reflection of 

mistrust and frustrations of the leadership to the outside world and the resultant stubbornness to 

defend the inevitable challenges. The conflictual relationship of Eritrea with its neighbours also 

makes Eritrea a regional spoiler. In response it becomes an isolated but interventionist state. The 

latest expression of its isolation is the 1907/2009 UNSC sanction against its destabilization of the 

region through channeling and arming terrorist groups. The sanction makes Eritrea an isolated and 

an enclave state in the era of global interdependence.  

Internally following the Ethio-Eritrean war, the leadership diverted the overall national security in 

to the border problem with Ethiopia and reinstalled the potential enmity of Ethiopia in the 

formation of Eritrean state. Informants and the academic literature as well as statements of political 

leaderships of both countries repeatedly declared that the border is not pivotal cause of the Ethio- 

Eritrean conflict but rather it is an excuse and cover-up to other emerging problems of the 

evolution of the idea of the state and leadership strategies. The conflict also resulted in the 

resurrection of the existential intra-Eritrean differences that were postponed by the liberation 

mobilizations. Following the war the PFDJ government faced internal challenges from Eritrean 

intellectuals (G-13 Berlin manifesto) and top figures of the leadership (G-15) on the conduct of the 

war and the eventual concentration of power in the hands of President Isaias. The political rift was 

met by extrajudicial imprisonment of dissents and outlawing of free press. To the end the regime 

became totally unjust for all that was previously consider as pro-Christian highlanders by the 

Muslim lowlanders and Muslim political organizations. 

Finally the underlying causes to the overall contemporary national security and nation-building 

challenges of Eritrea are grounded on the weak conceptions and agreements of Eritreans to come 
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up with an integrative idea of the state that entertain and accommodate the historical differences 

particularly their politico-ecological and religious differences. The opposition forces who are 

considered to challenge the existing regime do not have agreed strategies to collectively provide 

satisfactory solution to the existing problems of Eritrea. The Eritrean opposition parties told me 

that the opposition political parties are weak and ill-organized. 

Moreover, there is no common agreement on their attitude to the PFDJ government; oppositions 

from the lowlanders viewed the regime as Christian sectarian, pro- highlanders, Tigriyan 

chauvinist and defined the existing state as an extension of the Abyssinian state. Conversely 

oppositions from highlanders criticized the regime only as totalitarian dictatorship and unjust for 

all. The oppositions as well as the PFDJ government know that the oppositions are weak and 

fragile in their organization and lack legitimacy in the eyes of the Eritrean people and hence could 

not be alternative forces to the existing power gap.               

                    Recommendations 

Dan Connell, an American long time participant-observer of Eritrean politics and strong supporter 

of the EPLF/PFDJ government but now turned into an ardent critic, argued that “Eritrea was (and 

remains) a contradictory reality. But it was the renewed conflict with Ethiopia that brought these 

contradictions to the fore” (2003:6). Eritrea’s evolution into the nation-state of becoming is unique 

and challenging not only to the people of Eritrea and its nationalists but also to the nation-state 

system in general and the neighbouring states in particular. It is also at odd with the regional 

(OAU/AU) and international (UN) institutional norms and frameworks which advocate for 

territorial integrity and prohibit secession through armed means.  

More importantly, even though its independence was a fait accompli achieved through armed 

struggle, Eritrea might be a rare case which got a prior recognition from its historical home-land; 

Ethiopia, but regrettably both turned into puzzled enmity. Hence, Eritrean national security is very 

complex and it needs a critical and responsible insight not only by the Eritrean people who are 

actors and victims of insecurity but also the neighbouring states particularly Ethiopia as Eritrea has 

been and will remain at the center of  her national politics and security. 
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Basically Eritrea’s national security was and is internally evolved from their divergent affinities 

and interests and lack of agreement on the idea of Eritreanism and the nature of the state. The 

temptation for sectarian state will not be a realistic solution to relieve the existing crisis as it 

resurrects the pre-existing differences and results in grave challenge to the survival of the state at 

all. 

Conversely, an attempt to hide the viable and existential differences as well as the unrealistic 

imposition of rhetorical policy of “one people, one heart” is a retreat to take lessons from its 

neighbouring states which were and are immersing in civil wars due to their reluctance to entertain 

comprehensive approaches. The obsession by the PFDJ leadership that the oppositions are weak 

and fragile to challenge it and the belief that the people are willing to overcome misery similar to 

the liberation struggle is futile because the causes are different as practically observed that the 

people are continuing to cross the militarised border to Ethiopia which they previously  considered 

colonial. 

Moreover, over-securitizing and politicizing the border will not be a defense as repeatedly stated 

by the leadership including President Isaias that the border was not the basic cause for the conflict 

between Ethiopia and Eritrea. Rather the wrong outlooks towards Ethiopia as a fragile and 

defeated state by the guerilla army as well as the inevitable economic frustration of Eritrea 

following Ethiopia’s tight economic policies that negated the traditional assumption that Ethiopia 

as hinterland of “industrial” Eritrea were the pivotal causes and hence the solution is forming an 

economic community based on mutual and sustainable legal agreements. 

The problem of Eritrean national security has also a profound effect to the national security of 

Ethiopia. This is because Eritrea had been an integral part of Ethiopia and as a result it remains a 

central defining element of Ethiopian politics and nation-building. It is also true for Eritrea that 

defining its idea of state and nation-building also depends on Ethiopia. Therefore, wisely and 

peacefully approaching the Eritrean people means sustainably defusing and ultimately eliminating 

the chauvinist leadership thinking and hence peaceful Eritrea will also be to the benefit of 

Ethiopia. The peaceful approaches should include open declaration by the Ethiopian elites and 

state-builders that Eritrea is a sovereign state and the Eritrean ports are part of its sovereignty. The 

open recognition could be positively and sustainably diffuse the EPLF’s rhetoric of Ethiopia as 
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potential threat of Eritrea. Moreover, this could be pave the way to the formation of economic 

community between the two states.   

The Horn of Africa is becoming center of instability due to the emerging fundamentalism and 

destabilizing efforts of Eritrea using the failed state of Somalia for proxy war against Ethiopia. The 

proxy wars are manifestations of the Eritrean leadership frustrations to contain the resurrection of 

internal problems. Therefore, peacefully addressing and engaging to the Eritrean people could be a 

means to sustain the integrity of Eritrea and prevent Ethiopia’s encirclement by failing states.  

..The End.. 

 


